WHEN THERE'S NO ONE TO LOVE
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SHE What a lovely day Nature seems to say Spring-time
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SHE Every one's in love

Each one's thinking of Someone 2nd GIRL But I haven't a

man Who plans to cheer me

When There's, etc. 4
CHORUS

Skies are dreary When there's nobody to love

Song birds weary When there's nobody to love

Pretty flowers Seem to give no perfume

Lovers bowers Are just places of gloom

When There's, etc. 4
There's no May-time O-ver the world there's a shroud

There's no gay time No sil-v'ry line to your cloud

With no dear-ie near you Whom you're think-ing of Life seems blue

Lone-some too When there's no one to love

When There's, etc. 4